Tony Perkins
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

PDC Support <pdc@pdc.wa.gov>
Wednesday, August 10, 2016 10:14 AM
Tony Perkins
Fwd: PDC - Go Big Tri-Cities - Alleged Violations of RCW 42.17A.205, 235, .240, and .320

On Tue, 2 Aug at 10:12 AM , Tylerborders <tylerborders@gmail.com> wrote:
Mr. Perkins,
I had previously requested a timeframe extension on July 30th below, but have since decided to complete
our comprehensive response to meet with your original request for August 2nd as I have learned that you
will be out-of-office through August 8th. As such, I don’t want to extend our response timeframe out any
further and create burden for you and your team.
As you are aware, I am the Director of Go Big Tri-Cities, a Washington 501(c)4 whose mission is to
increase communications for projects that benefit the Tri-Cities community. Our work includes research,
market analysis, communication strategy, and creative development for a diverse set of projects, not
strictly for political campaigns. In fact, our involvement with The Link campaign may well be our last
politically oriented endeavor; I thought it important to clarify that we are not intending to be an
organization that focuses solely on Political Action Committees. This fact will weigh into some of the items
I will discuss below.
In direct response to Mr. Epperly’s allegations, I will address the following assertions as you have
itemized them:
1) failed to register as a political committee in support of Kennewick Proposition 1.
2) failed to disclose contribution and expenditure activity in PDC filings.
3) and failed to include proper sponsor identification in political advertising.

1) failed to register as a political committee in support of Kennewick Proposition 1.
Firstly, this allegation is flawed out of the gates, because Go Big Tri-Cities did not fail to register as a
political committee in support of The Link proposition (which is actually Proposition 16-8, not Proposition
1). We have filed. You have noted that Go Big Tri-Cities filed with the PDC on July 11, 2016, which
included all of our financial records through that date. Now, I will take responsibility for neglecting to file
according to the timeframes set forth by the PDC, and I simply was unaware of these timeframe
requirements. There was never any ill-intent in my tardiness, I was merely uninformed, as my legal
council did not advise me to file such records with the PDC upon establishing our 501(c)4. I expected my
hired legal counsel to make me aware of such requirements—as I invested in such counsel to ensure that
we met all IRS and PDC requirements--but I was not properly advised in this regard. Had I been
instructed to do so, I would have met every schedule requirement provided to me. It is our full intention to
comply with any and every regulation set forth by the PDC.
On July 10th, the knowledge of this requirement to file was brought to my attention by two different
individuals. A volunteer on The Link campaign who has a lot of experience in campaigns such as this
made me aware of the need to file. As soon as I was educated on the requirement, I called the PDC and
began preparing our filing immediately. As well, around this same time I received multiple calls from
Kennewick City Councilman, John Trumbo. Mr. Trumbo left me two voicemails, in addition to calling my
attorney’s office, an additional call and voicemail to an Officer of Go Big Tri-Cities, as well as multiple calls
to the PDC regarding our 501(c)4. I do not know what prompted Mr. Trumbo’s investigatory work into this
matter as a city Councilman, but nonetheless it occurred and the ball was already in motion. By the time I
was able to have a conversation with Mr. Trumbo, our filing was completed.
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Note that while I missed some filing milestones, Go Big Tri-Cities did not begin operating a public
campaign until February/March 2016, and did not receive campaign contributions until May 2016. We filed
in July 2016, so I do want to establish that all of this occurred within a very short window. Again, it is my
firm commitment to comply with every stipulation provided to us by the PDC.
Summary: We did not fail to register as a political action committee. We simply filed late.

2) failed to disclose contribution and expenditure activity in PDC filings.
Bottom line: This allegation is absolutely baseless. Our financial records submitted on July 11, 2016 were
full and accurate, and accounted for every transaction according to our sole financial account with
Numerica Credit Union. Go Big Tri-Cities has one checking account, and no credit cards. The financial
records we submitted were in direct correlation with our only financial account, and I am happy to provide
the PDC with “accounting access” within Numerica if you wish to explore our account further. You will see
a precise match to what we provided through ORCA to the PDC. Mr. Epperly alleges that we did not
disclose funds, and I attest to you that every dollar Go Big Tri-Cities received and spent was documented
in our filings. Why Mr. Epperly is wielding such accusations I simply do not know, but it’s groundless.
Furthermore, Mr. Epperly contacted me directly about our records, and I have since provided him with
direct XLS exports from our Numerica Credit Union accounts—which, again, match what we provided to
the PDC. We have been comprehensive and transparent in our reporting.
In specific reference to Mr. Epperly’s allegations, Go Big Tri-Cities, Inc. has not received undisclosed
contributions from Venuworks.
Summary: Go Big Tri-Cities disclosed every single contribution and expenditure through the reporting
period July 11, 2016.

3) failed to include proper sponsor identification in political advertising.
In addition to the attached exhibits that demonstrate our sponsorship tags, we also ran numerous radio
ads that all closed with our “Paid for by Go Big Tri-Cities, Inc.” sponsorship tag. We worked with
experienced multimedia professionals across the board, including at the Tri-City Herald, Townsquare
Media, and beyond. Go Big Tri-Cities also manages a Facebook page that lists the sponsorship tag as
demonstrated in the below/attached. Now, if there were some advertisements that slipped through the
cracks and omitted the sponsorship, we apologize and it was not our intention to be somehow deceptive.
It has never been my claim that me, my team, or our volunteers are flawless. However, it is my claim that
we have intended to follow the rules and have strived to do so.
Exhibits:
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Summary: We can prove sponsorship identification on our Facebook page, Newspaper print ads,
Newspaper digital ads, and radio spots.

--In closing, I want to reaffirm that Go Big Tri-Cities is a proud member and promoter of the growth and
progress of the Tri-Cities community. While we are not experts in the rules of political action committees
in Washington, we are committed to learning and growing. We hope that the PDC will forgive us where
we fell short, and applaud us where we succeeded, trusting that we meant to be compliant and ethical
throughout all of our conduct.
There will always be those that oppose one’s goals and efforts. These allegations are the result of
adversaries that wish to see our efforts fail, who are now now grasping at straws using technicalities as a
last resort. Fortunately, we can face these allegations with confidence, and a clear conscience.

Best regards,
Tyler Borders

On Jul 30, 2016, at 3:45 PM, Tyler Borders <tylerborders@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Mr. Perkins,
Thank you sincerely for making me aware of these allegations. I just returned from a
week of out-of-state work travel, and am now catching up. I will happily supply you with a
comprehensive and thoughtful response, and would like to involve the appropriate
counsel to prepare this response. As such, I would request a submission deadline of
August 19th in which to properly address the details of Mr. Epperly’s allegations. I can
assure you that my conduct as a business owner and campaign manager are ethical and
sincere, and we at Go Big Tri-Cities, Inc. intend to follow any and every regulation set
forth by the Washington Public Disclosure Commission. We will do everything we can to
facilitate transparency, as this has always been our intention.
Thank you for your time and attention to this matter.
Many thanks,
Tyler Borders
509-554-4350
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On Jul 26, 2016, at 1:07 PM, PDC Support <pdc@pdc.wa.gov> wrote:
Dear Mr. Borders,
This email is to notify you that on July 22, 2016, the Washington State
Public Disclosure Commission received the attached complaint from
Victor Epperly, alleging violations of RCW 42.17A, Washington's
campaign finance and disclosure laws, by Go Big Tri-Cities.
Specifically, the complaint alleges that Go Big Tri-Cities failed to register
as a political committee in support of Kennewick Proposition 1, failed to
disclose contribution and expenditure activity in PDC filings, and failed to
include proper sponsor identification in political advertising. If correct,
these allegations would indicate violations of RCW 42.17A.205, RCW
42.17A.235, RCW 42.17A.240, and RCW 42.17A.320, including the "Top
5 Contributors" identification requirement provided by RCW
42.17A.320(6).
Please provide a preliminary written response to the complaint by August
2, 2016. Please provide your response in a reply to this email. If it will
not be possible to respond by August 2nd, please reply as soon as
possible with the date by which you expect to respond in full.
Finally, PDC staff has noted that on July 11, 2016 Go Big Tri-Cities
registered with the PDC as a political committee supporting Proposition
1, and also filed a series of contribution and expenditure reports. In your
response, please address the timeliness and completeness of those
reports. In particular, please address the allegation that Go Big Tri-Cities
has received undisclosed contributions from Venuworks, operator of the
Three Rivers Convention Center.
Thank you for your attention to this. Please let me know if you have
questions before responding.
Sincerely,
Tony Perkins
PDC Compliance & Enforcement Staff

-To respond, please reply to this email.
Washington Public Disclosure Commission
http://www.pdc.wa.gov
1.360.753.1111

<6954 Go Big Tri-Cities Complaint.pdf>
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Interview Summary – Tyler Borders
Interview conducted by Phil Stutzman, PDC Sr. Compliance Officer
Go Big Tri-Cities, PDC Case 6954
8/25/17 (48 minutes, 26 seconds)
Background
•

In 2016, a complaint was filed by Victor Epperly, alleging that Go Big Tri-Cities, a nonprofit corporation operated by Tyler Borders, had acted as a political committee by
supporting the passage of Proposition 16-8, a ballot measure placed on the August 2,
2016 primary ballot by the Kennewick Public Facilities District (KPFD). The complaint
alleged that Go Big Tri-Cities failed to register and report its contribution and
expenditure activity as a political committee, and that it failed to include proper sponsor
identification on political advertising supporting the measure. Proposition 16-8 was
placed on the ballot to raise funds through a two tenths of one percent sales tax increase
to build The Link, a proposed Broadway Theatre facility, and to pay for improvements to
the Three Rivers Convention Center. The measure was defeated on the August 2, 2016
ballot.

Reporting with PDC by Go Big Tri-Cities
•

Tyler confirmed that he worked on the C-3 and C-4 reports. He confirmed that most of
the contributions received by Go Big Tri-Cities was received from union chapters. Mr.
Stutzman informed Mr. Borders that the C-4 balances did not appear to be correct. Mr.
Stutzman noted that the beginning contribution balance for the first amendment of the C4 covering the period 7/12/16 to 7/25/16 was $312.50 higher than the beginning balance
for the report that was being amended. This indicates that the C-4 report for the period
6/1/16 to 7/11/16 may also need to be amended, if contributions were received during
that period, but after the report was filed.

•

Mr. Stutzman noted that the May 2016 C-4 report disclosed expenditures totaling
$4,906.28 without any corresponding contributions. Mr. Borders said the campaign may
have reported receiving contribution checks in the wrong time period. He said the first
contributions were received during May 2016. He said he has a campaign volunteer who
has a lot more experience that he has, who may be able to help him amend the reports for
Go Big Tri-Cities. (Mr. Borders later said the volunteer was Ella Childers, but he was
unable to enlist her assistance, which resulted in the reports not being properly amended.)

•

Mr. Stutzman also noted that the final reports show expenditures to be $1,495.14 higher
than total contributions received, which is not possible, indicating an error in reporting.
Mr. Borders said there is one bank account and there is approximately $20 in the
checking account. It is possible that there have been in-kind contributions that were
reported as expenditures, but not as contributions. Mr. Stutzman asked if there were outof-pocket expenses that were reported as expenditures, but not as contributions. Mr.
Borders said there were no out-of-pocket expenditures made. He said the campaign was
comprised of contributions received from union chapters, and expenditures made from
the Go Big Tri-Cities bank account. He said most of the expenditures were for
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advertising or t-shirts, or similar expenses. Mr. Borders said he would get the $1,495.14
negative balance issue resolved, either with the volunteer bookkeeper, or by contacting
Jennifer Hansen of PDC staff.
•

Mr. Borders said he has been a private consultant since 2013, providing communications
and research work. He was hired by VenuWorks to evaluate why a similar proposal in
2012 failed, and to determine whether the community wants to take on a project like the
one envisioned in Proposition 16-8. He was hired to determine whether this was the right
project, and how it could be tailored to meet the desires and needs of the community
concerning a possible project to build a Broadway theatre and a performing arts center.
He said the non-profit corporation Go Big Tri-Cities did not even exist when he was
conducting this research. Mr. Borders was a creative director at Image Works, a firm in
Pasco, Washington, prior to starting his own firm in 2013.

•

When asked how he found out about VenuWorks, he said he was introduced to Corey
Pearson, the Executive Director of VenuWorks, in December 2013, which is how he
learned that VenuWorks needed someone to assess what was needed for the
entertainment centers being managed by VenuWorks for the Kennewick Public Facilities
District. He said VenuWorks hired Tyler Borders Consulting in early 2014 through the
2016 campaign, to assess the needs of the KPFD. Borders was hired to conduct market
research following the 2012 election that failed. He described the 2016 proposition as a
project to build a Broadway theatre and performing arts center that would be owned by
the KPFD but managed and operated under a contract with VenuWorks, and to expand
the convention center (The Toyota Center aka The Coliseum) that is owned by the City of
Kennewick, but managed and operated by the KPFD through a contract with VenuWorks.

•

Mr. Borders said his engagement with VenuWorks and the KPFD lasted from early 2014
through the summer of 2016, which included working through the August 2, 2016
primary election, the date Proposition 16-8 was on the ballot.

•

Mr. Stutzman asked about the relationship between conducting research for VenuWorks
and getting a measure on the ballot for the KPFD. Mr. Borders said he had a contract
with VenuWorks, not with the KPFD. He said the KPFD was formed around the year
2000 and that Corey Pearson started managing VenuWorks around 2009. He said Mr.
Pearson has been the public face and voice advocating for expanding the convention
center space. Borders said he has never worked for the KPFD, only for VenuWorks.

•

Mr. Borders said he prepared and gave a PowerPoint presentation to introduce the
proposed 2016 project to the Kennewick City Council in 2016. He said he may have
given the PowerPoint slides to the KPFD. Borders explained that in addition to the
KPFD there is a regional Public Facilities District (PFD). Proposition 16-8 would have
directed funds to the KPFD, not the regional PFD, and because the Kennewick City
Council created the KPFD, they have authority over ballot measure proposals of the
KPFD.
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•

Borders said once it became clear that a measure would likely be placed on the ballot, he
had a law firm help him set up Go Big Tri-Cities, a non-profit corporation registered
under Section 501(c)(4) of the Internal Revenue code with the ability to engage in
political activity.

•

Mr. Borders said the Kennewick City Council voted to place Proposition 16-8 on the
August 2, 2016 primary election ballot. He said the council had one “no” vote cast by
John Trumbo, who he thought may have assisted Mr. Epperly in preparing the alleged
violations against Go Bit Tri-Cities.

ALSC Architects
•

Mr. Stutzman asked how Go Big Tri-Cities had access to the ALSC Architects to design
its political advertising, and whether the KPFD paid ALSC for the work that benefited
the campaign of Go Big Tri-Cities.

•

Mr. Borders said that ALSC had provided design renderings for the 2012 campaign.
Borders said he worked with ALSC to change and improve the renderings for the 2016
proposal. He said ALSC helped advise on the changes, such as the seating capacity for
the performing arts center. Borders said he worked with Rustin Hall, who was the
production artist for ALSC, who prepared the renderings. Borders said that if Proposition
16-8 had passed, the project would have used a lot of local labor, which is why the labor
unions were behind the proposal.

•

Borders said Go Big Tri-Cities did not pay ALSC for its design renderings. He said he
did not know if VenuWorks paid ALSC. He said Corey Pearson introduced him to
ALSC.

In-Kind Contributions from ALSC to Go Big Tri-Cities
•

Mr. Stutzman explained to Mr. Borders the definition of an in-kind contribution, and how
in-kind contributions are to be reported by the political committee Go Big Tri-Cities to
the PDC. Mr. Borders acknowledged that Go Big Tri-Cities should have reported an inkind contribution for the value of the design renderings provided to the political
committee by ALSC. Tyler Borders defended his motives during the campaign, saying
he is not cunning. He said he may be misinformed [about whether ALSC was paid for
the design renderings that benefited the Go Big Tri-Cities effort to support Proposition
16-8] but he is not cunning.

•

In his introductory correspondence before the interview, Borders said he was hired by
VenuWorks to evaluate sentiment around whether Three Rivers Convention Center
(TRCC) should be expanded, to analyze communications strategies, to conduct market
research, to determine ways to improve the potential impact on the community, and to
advise VenuWorks on whether another bond measure was indeed viable. Borders said he
conducted quantitative and qualitative work from 2014 to 2016 to make these
determinations. He said he did survey work, focus groups, reviewed past
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communications, and developed new communication strategies. Borders said he has
lived in the Tri-Cities his entire life, and cares about the community. He said his research
showed that people in the Tri-Cities area wanted big entertainment, and not just more
convention space, but the area did not have a venue that would support attracting big
entertainment. Borders said he was hired to figure out how to make the product better,
and to determine what the local community wanted. He said he was paid by VenuWorks,
and believed the payments were from the corporate funds of VenuWorks and did not
represent a pass-through of KPFD funds. He said he was paid pursuant to a contract with
VenuWorks, in not with KPFD funds.
•

Borders said he did not know the value of the design renderings received form ALSC,
and suggested contacting ALSC. Borders confirmed that VenuWorks hired him to
identify ways to attract big entertainment to the Tri-Cities which would ultimately benefit
VenuWorks by managing a larger, more productive facility.

•

Stutzman asked if the market research work conducted by Borders was done learn at what
level of taxation voters would be most likely to support a proposed ballot proposition, or
if it was done to determine what the Tri-Cities community wanted in entertainment
facilities. Borders confirmed that his work was done solely to determine what the public
wanted. He said the research consisted of asking people which of the options presented
was most attractive (e.g. hockey, concerts, etc.). He said the questions were intended to
determine what entertainment lifestyle was desired by the community.

•

Borders said he did the research did not test at what taxation level voters would support
or not support a ballot proposition.

•

Stutzman asked Borders to amend the PDC reports of Go Big Tri-Cities within the next
two weeks. Borders said he would try to get the reports corrected within that timeframe.
Stutzman asked Borders to reach out to ALSC to find out the value of the design
renderings, and whether they were paid for their work, or if their work was an in-kind
contribution to Go Big Tri-Cities.

•

Stutzman asked Borders how his involvement in assisting VenuWorks developed.
Borders said VenuWorks hired him to do research after the 2012 ballot proposition failed,
to determine why it failed, and to learn what the public wanted. He said after the
research was completed, VenuWorks took the results to the KPFD and showed them what
they believed to be a viable option based on the research. This work eventually resulted
in Proposition 16-8, the ballot measure that was placed on the August 2, 2016 ballot.

•

Borders said Go Big Tri-Cities used Facebook for its online presence, but it did not have
a website.
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Interview Summary – Rustin Hall, ALSC
Interview conducted by Phil Stutzman, PDC Sr. Compliance Officer
Go Big Tri-Cities, PDC Case 6954
Part 1 - 9/12/17 (13 minutes, 6 seconds)
Background
•

In 2016, a complaint was filed by Victor Epperly, alleging that Go Big Tri-Cities, a nonprofit corporation operated by Tyler Borders, had acted as a political committee by
supporting the passage of Proposition 16-8, a ballot measure placed on the August 2,
2016 primary ballot by the Kennewick Public Facilities District (KPFD). The complaint
alleged that Go Big Tri-Cities failed to register and report its contribution and
expenditure activity as a political committee, and that it failed to include proper sponsor
identification on political advertising supporting the measure. Proposition 16-8 was
placed on the ballot to raise funds through a two tenths of one percent sales tax increase
to build The Link, a proposed Broadway Theatre facility, and to pay for improvements to
the Three Rivers Convention Center. The measure was defeated on the August 2, 2016
ballot. The purpose of the interview of Rustin Hall, who works for ALSC Architects, is
to determine the facts surrounding the design renderings provided by ALSC to Go Big
Tri-Cities in support of Proposition 16-8, whether the work was paid for, and if not, the
value of the work.

Reporting with PDC by Go Big Tri-Cities
•

Rustin Hall confirmed that based on a letter dated August 16, 2012, that is the date ALSC
Architects first became involved in the KPFD expansion project. The letter was on
ALSC letterhead, and was addressed to Barbara Johnson, in care of Corey Pearson.

•

Hall said that in 2012, ALSC had an agreement with the KPFD to provide professional
services to determine in a pre-design fashion what the potential was for expanding the
facility. He said a project is referred to as a program. The work identified the square
footages, the potential cost projections. ALSC had a consultant they used as well to
assist them with some of those cost projections and square footage needs. He said ALSC
published a program document that they gave to the KPFD at that time. Hall said the
program document may have included a generic site plan, but it did not include detailed
design rendering drawings.

•

Hall said in 2016, ALSC added on some additional rendering work, ultimately providing
some animation work that was used. He said they received direction on how that might
work, indirectly, from some advising from Tyler Borders. He said they were never
directly working for Tyler Borders. He said much of that effort was provided as an inkind contribution to what became the Go Big Tri-Cities political campaign. Hall
confirmed that the value of the in-kind contribution was $7,522.50. He said the value
was based on the ALSC in-office accounting system where they track hours put toward
projects.
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•

Hall said he became involved with Borders after being introduced to him by Corey
Pearson of VenuWorks. Hall said Pearson was his contact for all matters related to the
KPFD.

•

Stutzman asked Hall if ALSC was paid by the KPFD to produce design renderings for
Borders to use in his promotion of Proposition 16-8. Hall asked if there could be a
second interview so he could review relevant documents on that subject.

•

Hall said ALSC had an interest in the ballot proposition passing. He said it is not unusual
for firms that could benefit from a project to support that project through contributions.

•

Hall confirmed that Borders did not have input into the design of the proposed project.
He said that work was done between the KPFD and ALSC. Rather, Borders provided
input to ALSC on how to best explain the project through design renderings. He said
Borders’ work was only about packaging the work that had previously been done. Hall
said ALSC provided animation and some still shots that ultimately got posted on the
KPFD’s website concerning the ballot proposition.

•

Stutzman and Hall agreed to conclude the interview and continue with a follow-up
interview on Friday, September 15, 2017, at 10:00 a.m.

Part 2 - 9/15/17 (17 minutes, 13 seconds)
•

Hall stated that ALSC provided services in 2016 to Tyler Borders and Go Big Tri-Cities
to help Borders promote Proposition 16-8. Hall said the work ALSC was paid to perform
was all done for Corey Pearson of VenuWorks in agreements dating back to 2012. He
said he has never had a formal agreement letter with Tyler Borders or Go Big Tri-Cities.
He said everything he has done, or been paid for, has been done through Corey Pearson.
He said that the work that he performed on a pro bono basis, that he was not compensated
for, was used, as he understands it, by Tyler Borders and Go Big Tri-Cities as part of the
campaign to support Proposition 16-8. He said his understanding of what was used by
Borders was work that ALSC had put together for an animation that drew from the
images and some of the preliminary design work that had been done for the expansion of
the convention center project, and from master planning work that had been done.

•

Hall said the first letter of agreement is dated 2/23/12, which deals with the initial
predesign work ALSC did on the expansion project. They followed up this work with
additional work that was set forth in the 8/16/12 agreement which was more of a Master
Plan approach.

•

The next agreement letter was dated 11/6/12, and it modified the 8/20/216 scope of work
proposal. This continued on for several years, from 2012 through 2015, and into 2016,
and consisted of reviewing the old Master Plan, and other previous studies done by the
City of Kennewick. It included making a new Master Plan with goals, looking at future
options, and different ways of modifying the existing building, and preparing a report
summarizing the work. He said this work was done for the KPFD. He said ALSC then
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maintained an on-call type of arrangement with the KPFD, looking toward a future,
potential bond measure. They then looked at linking the old Master Plan to the new
project, which eventually became known as The Link. He said subsequent to that work,
ALSC was introduced to Tyler Borders by Corey Pearson. Hall said he received calls
from Borders about the animation work, which was taken from all the Master Plan work
that had been done since the 11/6/12 letter of agreement. He said Borders was not
involved in the original design work.
•

Hall said there was nothing in the 11/6/12 written agreement about developing animation
work. He said ALSC and the KPFD crafted a 3/31/15 letter of agreement that continued
the work that was started in 2012 and covered the expanding scope of the work. The
work for the KPFD was done to inform the public about the work that being done. He
said the KPFD wanted the City of Kennewick to understand the project because it was
located within the City. Hall said the animation work was not included in the written
agreements, but was performed pro bono, and is what he understands was used by Tyler
Borders for the campaign that supported Proposition 16-8.

•

Hall said he did speak of the magnitude of the work ALSC was performing, but said there
was no agreement concerning the work. He said there was no understanding that they
would ever be compensated for that work, but he believes there was some conversation
about the value of the work, but nothing official or any agreement of any kind. He said
the work was voluntary. Hall said he was not aware at the time he was performing the
animation services of the need to inform Borders of the value of the services. He said
ALSC tracked the time spent on the animation services to satisfy its internal procedures.

•

Hall said there was no pressure put on him or ALSC to provide these services to Tyler
Borders, nor was there an implied expectation for them to perform this work. What
motivated ALSC to provide $7,000 worth of services to Borders was that it is not
uncommon when there is a potential project for the firm, to provide some level of in-kind
contribution to promote the project as best they can with the resources they have, with all
the project information they have. He said it was a business decision to help promote the
project.

•

Hall said ALSC had created some of the animation work before the voluntary ballot
proposition work to explain the project.

•

Hall said ALSC performed some additional animation work in 2017 at the request of
Corey Pearson to promote the 2017 ballot measure work. He said ALSC is being
compensated for that work through an addendum to the written agreement with the
KPFD.
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A recording of the interview of Tyler Borders, conducted August 25, 2017,
is available upon request.
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A recording of the interview of Rustin Hall, conducted September 12 and
September 15, 2017, is available upon request.
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